REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION OF LIBRARY MATERIALS

Please provide information on the material for which you are requesting reconsideration:

Title:

Love Makes a Family

Author:

Sophie Beer

Copyright date:

December 24, 2018

Publisher/Producer:

Dial Books

Format (e.g. Book, DVD, Magazine, Pamphlet, etc.):

Board Book

What are you requesting the Library to do with this item? (e.g. Remove it from the collection, Move it to another area of the Library, etc.)

(removed due to content)

Please describe what content you find objectionable. Be specific, citing page numbers and text when possible.

on pages 2-3, there is a picture of two men in bed together, while children enter the room. One of the men who is shown yawning is depicted with breasts. This is confusing and inappropriate for the intended young audience.

Have you read, viewed, or listened to the entire work?

☐ Yes

☐ No
If not, which parts have you read?

I have read nearly the entire book, but cannot verify which pages I couldn't view online.

Can you suggest other material to take its place?

Because You're My Family by Missy Robertson

or

God Gave Us Family by Lisa Tawn Bergren

What other comments would you like to make?

I am requesting this book to be moved to a section away from children who might unknowingly pick this up.